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Abstract--In this paper, we give & short and easy proof of a revised unlsgging theorem of Bear and 
Co-l~Ir [1]. We point out also a qtumi-equivale~ce of this theea-em and the ,w_~,~ of Harriff, Bear and 
Ccaliak [2] which deal with the staidlity and speed adjustment under etlmin~ of lags. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Macroeconometric models usually involve distributed lags (e.g., actual prices adjust, with a lag, 
to optimal prices; the capital stock is generated from the one of the previous period; anticipated 
outputs depend on the past states of the economy... )  It is also usual, in dynamic macroecono- 
metric models, to exhibit the long run solution which is viewed as a state to which converges 
every trajectory generated by the model. But this implies a stability property of such a long run 
solution. 
In this paper, our particular concern is with the implications of distributed lags and unlagging 
for dynamic stability. 
Let us assume that the following linear model is stable: 
y(t)  = Ay( t  - 1) + z(t) ,  (1) 
where y(t), z(t)  denote the endogenous and exogenous variables at period t, and A is a square 
matrix. 
Consider now the following models: 
y(t )  = A lv ( t  - 1) +. . .  + AJvCt - k) + z(0, (2) 
with 
A = Ax + ' "+Ah,  
y(0 = (A - A)y(t) + AN(t) + z(0, (3) 
where A is a square matrix with non-negative elements. 
In Model (2), distributed lags are introduced; in Model (3) unlagging is introduced. The 
question is: Does the postulated stability of Model (1) carry over Models (2) and (3), and 
conversely? 
The effect of distributed lags on stability has been studied by (among other authors) Bear [3], 
Tarr [4], Hariff e~ al. [2]. In the case of non-negative coefficients, a stability proof survives any 
retiming of lags. The effect of unlagging is studied by Bear and Conlisk [1], who show that 
unlagging does not alter the stability status. But Bear and Conlisk consider that their theorem 
and those of Harriff et al. are two separate results but form a well-behaved overall pattern. 
The aim of this paper is to make a synthesis of these results: 
(i) we first give a stronger version of the theorem of Bear and Conlisk [1], with an easier and 
shorter proof; 
(ii) we then point out that this theorem and those of Harriff et al., [2], are quasi-equivalent: 
- from the first theorem one can deduce the second ones; 
- conversely, from these latter, one can deduce a weak form of the first theorem. 
These results reveal that lagging and unla~ing are in fact two ~aces" of a same problem. 
T~e.et by .4.~-TEX 
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The paper is organiRed as follows: 
- Section 2 deals with some definitions and notations; 
- In Section 3, we state the revised theorem of Bear and Conlisk; 
- Section 4 deals with the quasi-equivalence of the theorems mentioned above. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper the following definitions and notations will be maintained. 
- If A is a matrix, A > 0 means that the elements of A are non-negative; if z is a vector, 
then z _> 0 means that z~ > 0, Vi and z # 0, while z > 0 means that z~ > 0, Vi. 
- A(A) denotes the maximum eigenvalue modulus of the matrix A. 
- F(A,A) = ( I -  A)- I(A--  A). 
- p(A, A) = A(F(A, A)). 
REMARK 1. IfA _> A >__ 0, A(A) < 1, then F(A, A) is non-negative. Morever, i fAA is irreducible 
then also is F(A, A). 
3. A PROOF OF A REVISED THEOREM OF BEAR AND CONLISK 
THEOREM 1. Assume 0 _< A _< A, and J~(A) < 1. Then 
(1)  = 0 => = 0. 
(2) ll - p(A, A)[ is a non-decreas/ng funct/on of each element of A. 
(3) Let A, A 2 be as fo/lows: 
- A>__A2>A>_O;  
- ~(A2)  < 1,. 
- p (A ,a )  > 0. 
- There exist a left-hand eigenvector Y2>_ 0 of F(A, A2) and a right hand eigenvector 
z > 0 Of F(A,A) associated with p(A, A2) and p(A,A), such that ~F(A,A2)z  # O. 
Then l l  - , (A ,  A2)I > l l  - ~(A,A)[, if A(A) # I. 
(4) = 1 <=> , (A .  A) = 1. 
(5) A(A) < 1 => p(A,A) < I. 
(6) A(A) > 1 => p(A,A) > 1. 
The following lemma will be useful for many proofs in this paper. 
LEMMA 1. Assume 0 <__ A <_ A and A(A) < 1. If A is irreducible and #(A, A) > 0, then the 
non-negative right-hand e/genvectore of F( A, A) associated vdth p( A, A) are strictly positive. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let  z >_. 0 be a fight-hand eigenveetor f F(A, A) associated with s = 
p( A, A ). Then 
(A - A )z  + sAx  = sz. 
Let us assume, without loss of generality, that the first p components of z are null and the 
following components are strictly positive; since s > 0, z > 0, and A > A > 0, ~ (A O --Ao)z j + 
s ~ A~jzj = 0 implies: J>P 
J>p ~ Aoz j = O, Vi = 1, . . . ,p. 
j>e+t 
Hence, 
A0=0 for j>p+l  
Thus A is reducible; and this is a contradiction. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
and i = 1,. . . ,p.  
| 
I. Proof when )~(A) = 0 
It is very easy since, in this case, one can reorder (without Ions of generality) the columns 
and rows of A so that A, and thus A - A sad A separately are triangular with zeros along the 
diagonal. It follows that F(A, A) has a similar pattern. Hence, p(A, A) = 0. 
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P,. Proof when A(A) > 0 and A is irreducible 
P..I. Proof of Part $ 
First let us assume that A - A is irreducible. Then F(A, A) is irreducible. Since Az  = 
z <=> F(A, A)z = z the result follows Lemma* in [5]. 
If A - A is reducible, then A - /3A is irreducible for 0 _</3 < 1. From the results etablished 
above, 
A(A) = 1 <=> p(a,/3A) = 1. 
Taking the limits when/3 goes to one yields the result. 
P,.P,. Proof of Part 3 
Let p(A, A) _-- 0, 0( A, A2) = 02 for short. Let z _> 0 be a right-hand eigenvector f F(A, A) 
associated with 0. Then one has 
(a - ~2)z -" 0(1 - A2)z + (1 - 0)( A - ~2)z, 
or equivalently 
F(A, A2)z = Uz + (1 - o)F(A, A2)z. 
Let y2 _> 0 be a left-hand eigenvector f F(A, A2) associated with 02. We have: 
02 Y~ z -" y~F(a ,  A2)z = 0 ~ z + (1 - 0) Y~ F(A, A2)z. 
From Theorem I* in [5], one can assume that z, Y2 are non-negative. 
If z, Y2 verify the assumptions of Part 3 in Theorem 1, then 
(1) z > 0 (from Lemma 1), 
(2) (1 - 0) ~ F(A, A2)z < 0 if 0 < 1, 
(3) (1 - p)~F(A ,  A2)z > 0 if 0 > 1. 
(From Part 4, 0 # 1 since A(A) is assumed to be different of 1). Hence, 
0 < 1=> Ps < 0, 
0>1=>02>0.  
2.3. Proof of Part 
A - /3A  and A -/3A2 are irreducible for 0 _< /3 < 1. Hence F(A,/3A) and F(A,/3A2) are 
non-negative, irreducible; from Theorem I, in [5],/3A and/3A2 verify the conditions of Part 3, in 
Theorem 1. Then 
P -0(A,/3 2)1 > I1 - u(A,/3 )I if 2 _> A. 
TAki.g the limits when/3 moves to one yields the result. 
1t4. Proofs of Parts 5 and 6 
Since p(A, 0) = A(A), from the two last lines in the proof Part 3, we have 
< u(A,/3A) < 1, 
if A(A) < 1,/3 E [0, 1[ and sufficiently small, and/3 < ~ < 1. The result obtain~ by moving c~ to 
one. Similarly 
p(A, A) > 1, if A(A) > 1. 
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3. Proof when A(A) > 0 and A is Reducible 
In this case, the reducibility of A must carry over A - A. Without loss of generality, the rows 
and columns of A - A may be reordered so that A - A is block triangular, each of the diagonal 
block is either irreducible or a 1 x 1 zero block. Then one can apply the results of Part 2 of our 
proof to this case. The reader can refer to [1] for more details. 
REMAitK. The result given in Part 3 of Theorem 1 is slightly stronger than the one of [1] which 
is as follows: 
THEOREM 1, PART 3 ~. I1 -p (A ,  A)I is a strictly increasing function of each element of A if 
A(A) # 1 and A - A is irreducible. 
Now, we prove that if Theorem 1, Part 3 holds then so does Theorem 1, Part 3 ~. Indeed, 
A - A being irreducible, so is A. Let A2 _> A and A(A2) < 1. Let us first assume that A - A2 
is irreducible (the argument is the same as in the proof of Part 2). Then A~ and A verify the 
conditions of Theorem 1, Part 3. Then 
[1 - p(A, A2)[ > [1 - p(A, A)[, if A(A) # 1. 
If A - A2 is reducible, then define: 
A I = aA  + (1 - a)A, a e]0, I[. 
Obviously A < A1 _< A2, A -  Ax _> 0 irreducible. Hence, if A(A) # 1, [1 -  #(A,A~)I _> 
II - p(A, AI)[ > [I -- ~u(A, A)[. 
4. THE QUASI -EQUIVALENCE OF THE THEOREMS OF BEAR AND CONLISK 
AND OF HARRIFF  et al. 
Let us consider the model 
with Ai > 0, Vi, 
Define: 
zt = Alzt-1 +. . .+  A~zt-k + z, 
A=~'~ Ai. 
i=1 
A+ = 0 . . . .  
0 I 
4.1. The Statements of the Theorems of HarriH et at [2] 
THEOREM 2. 
(1) A(A) = 0 if and only i f  A(A+) = 0, 
(2) O<A(A)<I  ifandonlyif" 0<A(A+)<I ,  
(3) A(A) = I i faad  only if A(A+) = 1, 
(4) A (A)>I  if and only if A(A+)>I .  
DEFINITION. A lag perturbation is 
l<r<s<k 
Ar 
A. 
where A~ >_ A >_ 0 and there exist i, 
THEOREM 3. 
the following operation: for any lag indices r, s such that 
is replaced by Ar - A, 
is replaced by A. + A, 
j such that ~ > O. 
I. A lag perturbation cannot inr.rea~ [1 - A(A+ )[. 
2. If, in addition, A is irreducible and A(A) # 1, then a lag perturha*ion mst decrease 
I1 - 
Las#ng ,~d ~ t ~  
~.~. Theorem ~, nd  Theorem 3 ,,s Corollaries of Theorem 1 
PROPOSITION 1. /f Theorem 1, Parts 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 holds then Theorem 2 holds. 
PROOF. It will be done by induction on the length of the lag structure. 
(s) Let us consider first: 
z= = AlZt-t + A2zt-2, where At > 0; As > 0. 
This model can be rewritten in two equivalent forms: 
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(4) 
A(A I+A2)< I<=>A[(~ 
A(A I+A2)>I<=>A[(~ 
A~+A,)] [(~; 0 = 1 <=> A 
(ii) 
(iii) We prove now 
From Theorem 1, Parts 5, 6, one has: 
A (A I+A2)=I<:>A[ (  ~ AI+A2) ]  :O :>A[ (At  
0 = 0 => ~(A1 + A~) = 0. 
From Part (i) of our proof, A(AI + A2) < 1. Therefore, the result foUows from Part 2 of 
Theorem 1, since: 
zt = (A1 + A2)z=_l <=> ==-t 
_(~ ~, 0 ~0')c.,-l~ - ,  0)c~") (0 +(x ~,) (., ~) \ z=_ ~ \ z= _ = / 0 " 
(b) Let us assume now that the results is true at order k > 2. We shall prove that i t  is true 
also for the order/~ + I. Indeed if 
zt = A lz t - t  + "" + Ak+lZt-/B-1 + z, 
~)] ~.1, 
~')]0 -0 
(i) Then one can conclude, by Theorem 1, Parts 11, 4, 5, 6 
( . ,~l ) - . /~ ~o~)c~,-~~,,~,_~, ,,.., 
- o )c-,-,~-(x,.,_,, ~')("-"~-,-(x.,_,j ~o~)(.,-,) • ,,.b, 
Model (4.b) verifies the conditions of Theorem 1. Thus, one has to study the maximum 
eigenvalue of (0 AI+A= ). It is readily proved that: 
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then by the following transformation: 
= (zt , . . .  ,x,- ,+x)' ,  
~' = (z, 0 , . . . ,  0)', 
A1 = 0 ... 0 
I 0 
/~ ,=(O ... O A.+x)  
0 
one has: Yt = -41Yt-I + -4alh-a + £. 
Apply (a): We have just to consider Ax + ,4~. Due to 
i l  + i~ = 0 
I 
and the assumption that the result is true at the order k, the proof is complete, l 
PROPOSITION 2. /f  Theorem 1, Part 2 holds then Theorem 3, Part 1 holds. 
PROOF. We prove the statement with a = r -I- 1; then by induction, it is true for s >_ r -I- 1. Let 
A+(A) be the matrix obtained from A by this lag perturbation. Define A a matrix which is null 
everywhere except for the 1 x (r-I- 1) block which is equal to A (notice that A(A) -- 0). Define 
also Yt = (zt , . . . ,  z:_k+x) ~. The lag-perturbed model is equivalent to 
~, = A+(~)~_~ + (z,O.. .0) ' ,  
while the non-lagged model is equivalent to: 
= A+(~)  ~_~ - Ay,_~ + A~ + (z ,0 , . . .  ,0)'. 
From Theorem 1, Part 2: 
11 - A(A+) I = 11 - p(A+(A), A)I > I1 - p(A+(A),0)I -- I1 - A(A+(A))I. I 
PROPOSITION 2'. ff Theorem 1, Parts 3 and 4 hold then Theorem 3, Part 2 holds. 
PROOF. From the previous result, one has 
~(A+) _> (A). 
If A is irreducible, A(A) > 0; morever, it is easily checked that, in this case, the fight-hand 
eigenvectors z = (zx, . . . ,  zt) '  of A+(A) associated with A(A+(A)) are strictly positive. 
It is also readily proved that the left-eigenvectors y = (Yx,..., Yk) of A+ = F(A+(A),A) 
associated with A(A+) verify gl > 0, and that 
F(0, A) = _A. 
Thus 
v'F(0, A)z = -~,+~ # 0. 
All the conditions of Theorem 1, Part 3 are verified for the matrices 0 and ~,. Hence: 
l1 - A(A+) I = II - p (A+(A) ,  A)I > I1 - ~(A+(A) ,  0)l = I1 - A(A+(A))I.  | 
• ,,,d ~ tbeonm, 
J.3. Theorem I Parts 4, 5, 6 as a Corollary of Theorem 
PROPOSITION 3. / f  Theorem 2 holds then Theorem 1, Parts 4, 5, 6 hold. 
PROOF. 
1. Prool when A is irreducible. 
We define throughout this section: 
1.1. Proof o.f Part 5 
Suppose that A(A) < 1 and s = p(A, A) >__ 1. From Lemma 1, there exists z > 0 such that 
(A -A)z+sAz=sz .  
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(A -A)  z+sAz  =sz .  
As above: :):(: :) 
Hence, A(A+) < 1. Again we have a contradiction since Theorem 2, Parts 1, 2, 3 hold. 
SECOND CASE: S = 0. 
In this case A - A is reducible, hut A -/~A is irreducible for 0 < ~ < 1. The result is obtained 
with A+(/~) obtained from A+ where A is replaced by/~ A. Taking the limits when/9 goes to 
one yield the result. 
1.3. Proof of Part $ 
One can suppose that A - A is irreducible, for if not, we prove the assertion for A - BA which 
is irreducible (B E [0, ID. The final result is obtained by moving to the limit. 
We have just to demoustate hat 
x(a)  = 1 => s = p(A,  A )  -- 1, 
since the converse part follows easily from Parts 5 and 6 of Theorem I. 
A(A) = 1 <=> A(A+) = 1. 
SUPPOSE FIRST THAT 8 > ]. 
Then from Lemma I, there exists z > 0 such that 
From Theorem 2, 
(A - A)z + s Az = s z. 
1.~. Proof of Part 6 
Suppose that A(A) > 1 and s = p(A, A) <_ 1. 
FIItST CASE: s > 0. 
From Lemma I there exists x > 0 such that 
Then, it is obvious that :) 
From Lemma* in [5], one has A(A+) >_ 1, which yields a contradiction since Theorem 2, Parts 3, 
4 hold. 
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Let y = (Yl,Y2) be the left-hand eigenveetor f A+, associated with ,I(A+) = 1. Yl > 0 since A 
is irreducible. We have the following contradiction: 
• (~ + ~ffi) = y'A+ (~ ~) = • (~ + ~)  + (, - 1) ~(A  - ~)  x > • (~ + ~) ,  
with 
I p0<s<l  
We have another contradiction: 
~x + ~x > ~x > 0. 
, (~x  + ~x)  < , (~  + ~ffi), 
where Yl > 0, z > 0. If s = 0, then (A - ~)z  = 0 with z >_. 0: it is impossible since A - ~ is 
ussumed to be irreducible. 
4.~. Proof wAe,l A i8 Reducible 
Apply the techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1. | 
5. CONCLUDING REMARK 
If we des] only with the stability status of a linear dynamic model, then Unlqging and L ~  
theorems are equivalent. If we want to have results concerning the speed of adjustment, hen it 
seems to us that the unlsgging theorem is more "powerful" than  the lagging theorems. 
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